EZ LOADER
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IT SUPPORTS OUR NO. 1 POSITION IN THE MARKET PLACE

More than a third of all 3-day plus injuries reported each year to

Handling these problems is something we know backwards, which

the Health and Safety Executive, and local authorities are caused by

is why we bend over backwards to ensure that our lifting equipment is

manual handling.

the most advanced available.

As estimated 11 working days per sufferer were lost through back
injury, costing employers in excess of £350 million a year.
Anyone who ignores these facts is a physical jerk.

The unique EZ loader totally eliminates bending and stretching by
automatically raising and lowering pallets during loading or unloading.
Problem solved - it’s that EZ!

EZ Loader
AUTOMATIC PALLET POSITIONER

THE ULTIMATE ERGONOMIC TOOL
EZ Loaders are true ergonomic
tools in every sense of the word. They
are designed to eliminate the worker
having to bend down by automatically
raising and lowering pallets during
loading or unloading without the use
of mechanical springs.
EZ Loaders also allow easy pallet
rotation so the worker does not have
to reach or strain. As the load weight
changes, the EZ Loader automatically
adjusts, keeping the top of the load at
a convenient working height.
The patented pneumatic operating
system found only in the EZ Loader has
proven to be the top choice of industry
professionals worldwide.

The EZ Loader’s automatic selfINTELLIGENT HANDLING SOLUTIONS

levelling operation with integral
rotator ring provides the ultimate
in ergonomics while helping to
increase worker productivity.

DESIGN FEATURES & BENEFITS
Self-levelling design automatically keeps the top of the load at a
convenient working height to help eliminate bending and improve
productivity
Integral rotator ring helps eliminate reaching and stretching
Captive air operation eliminates cumbersome mechanical springs and
gives more controlled (dampened) movement to the platform
Infinitely adjustable for varied loads by simply adding or bleeding air no changing of springs required
Pressure gauge and air valves are protected, yet located for easy access.
The custom air gauge indicates pressure in imperial and metric scales
Secured ball-bearing centre pivot of the 43Ø diameter rotator ring
provides smooth, even rotation
Pressure relief valve prevents excess pressure build-up
Heavy duty structural steel construction to handle tough
industrial environments
Surfaces are phosphatised and powder coated with a high quality
polyester for a lasting, durable finish
Rollers are entrapped in the base frame and platform, for added stability
Safety finger guards under the rotator ring are standard on all EZ Loaders
EZ Loaders arrive at your premises fully assembled - just add air!
Easily transported with a fork truck or optional portability packages

SELECTOR TABLE FOR EZ-1 SERIES
Model

Travel

Capacity

Platform Height

Rotator ring

Base Frame

Minimum

Maximum

Lowered (B)

Raised (C)

Diameter (A)

Length (D)

Width (E)

Ship weight

EZ-30

539mm

204kg

1350kg

223mm

762mm

1092mm

1283mm

762mm

227kg

EZ-45

539mm

500kg

2000kg

223mm

762mm

1092mm

1283mm

762mm

239kg
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